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The Sound & Space research team, part of the Audio & Acoustics

offering a post-doctoral position related to its current activities in the direction of ... to several new projects concerned with binaural technology and its evaluation, we are ... Activity report (http://www.limsi.fr/Rapports/LIMSI_Rapport2012.pdf). 
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The Sound & Space research team, part of the Audio & Acoustics group at the LIMSI-CNRS, is currently offering a post-doctoral position related to its current activities in the direction of binaural audio and spatial hearing.



The research activities of the Sound & Space team span the fields of Spatial Hearing, Room Acoustics, and Virtual Reality and Audio Interfaces. Research domains include perceptual studies, perception and psychoacoustics, as well as technological development and prototype applications. Current works cover binaural technology, Ambisonics, and Wave-Field Synthesis. These technologies have been applied to various domains of research including spatial cognition, eyes-free guidance, multimodal interfaces, architectural auralizations, and room acoustics.



In response to several new projects concerned with binaural technology and its evaluation, we are looking for young researchers with solid experience in this field to compliment current researchers.



Research Disciplines: binaural technology, psychoacoustics, virtual reality, spatial hearing, and audio signal processing.



Particular interest will be given to candidates who are interested in pursuing a research career and would be interested to continue at LIMSI as a tenured researcher, although this is not a requirement for all applicants. While the LIMSI cannot guarantee a tenured researcher position, we are strongly motivated to aid and support young candidates in their applications for CNRS in the field of spatial audio. Specific details of the annual national CNRS recruitment procedure can be found at http://www.dgdr.cnrs.fr/drhchercheurs/concoursch/default-en.htm.



The post will be a 1-year position, with a possibility of renewal. Salaries will be determined according to experience following CNRS pay scale rules.



The LIMSI (http://www.limsi.fr/) is a CNRS laboratory (UPR 3251) associated with UPMC and Paris-Sud Universities, accommodating approximately 120 permanent personnel (researchers, professors and assistant professors, engineers, technicians) and about 60 PhD students. It undertakes multidisciplinary research in Mechanical and Chemical Engineering and in Sciences and Technologies for Information and Communication. Research fields cover a wide disciplinary spectrum from thermodynamics to cognition, encompassing fluid mechanics, energetics, acoustics and voice synthesis, spoken language and text processing, vision, virtual reality... Details of recent research activities can found in the 2012 LIMSI Activity report (http://www.limsi.fr/Rapports/LIMSI_Rapport2012.pdf).



Candidates should provide a letter of motivation presenting their pervious works, prospective research directions, possible starting date, and possible integration into the LIMSI research community. Applications should also include a CV, list of publications, 2 letters of reference, and contact information for 3 references. Incomplete applications will not be treated.



Starting dates for the fall of 2014 or early 2015 are preferred. While proficiency in French is not a requirement, for non-French speaking candidates a willingness and enthusiasm to learn is of course a benefit. Some course funding is available. There is no nationality requirement but selected candidates will need to pass a security check for admittance to the laboratory which can take up to 2 months processing time.



Complete applications, and any questions, should be addressed to Brian FG Katz, head of the Sound & Space team (http://perso.limsi.fr/Individu/katz/) at [email protected].
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Audio Media - Dbx the legend of the sound 

solution. Mastering engineer GLENN MEADOWS puts it to the test. divertian. - PR ... Control And Interface showing the thresholds; an EQ plot, showing curves of.
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KaÃ«lig CASTOR Acoustics & Audio Research Scientist 

1997-2001 â€“ Teaching Assistant and PhD Student â€“ ... Designed, prepared, taught classroom exercises in Mechanics, Electronics and Electroacoustics, ...
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the sound of BabelEyes 

Kadosh voice: It is essencially used to present the music. Microphone ON or OFF following the driver's. Cut all frequencies below 8OHz, light compression, small ...
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the sound of BabelEyes 

Lena Flute: Cut all frequencies below 200Hz, compression, reverb. Cello Mimi: small reverb, compression. Kadosh voice: It is essencially used to present the ...
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the sound of sanctuary 

SAT. / SAM. / ZAT. 26.05.2018 â€“ 14h>16h. Workshop for Sound Professionals with Chris Watson. Within Carlos Casas' installation of Sanctuary. Les Brigittines ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

SEE NEC SECTION 810.21 (11. a - Use No. ... In addition to an SNR 1 and this instruction manual, the carton should contain a okup cables with ... Back cover. SPECIFICATIONS. System. Cutoff. Single-ended source noise reduction; .... NOTE: the design i
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

this capability. It restores the "punch," the even if you're not using the expander, you Almost no noise at all. excitement, of a live performance. can adjust the ...
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Untitled - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Marketing Systems, Inc.) does industrial audio, telephone messages-on-hold etc... (yes, lo-fi sound!) ... I'm not in, I'll usually return your call the same day.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

MODA. Tape Noise Reduction Unit. Car Decoder. The dbx 222 delivers the musical impact of the 224, at an economical price. It incorporates all of the same ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

TAPE: E LINE. BOECODE INCODE A. COPY MAITLARI. ENCODE. CANCEL. siteTOR. SOUND PROCUBRDA. MONITOR. æ—¥åœ¨æ—¥ELETE-. YA. TAPE 1. TAPER.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Just the Right Response. MEMORY ... It's a microprocessor-controlled 14-band graphic equalizer. It's a real-time analysis display. ... equalizers work in bringing dramatic improvements to the ... on the pink-noise generator, adjust its output, and ..
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86 - Dbx the legend of the sound 

20 times a second (Hz is the abbreviation) to about 20,000 times a second. In music, the frequencies above 4 ..... Center frequencies (ISO).. .. 31.5,45,63,90, 125, ...
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89 - Dbx the legend of the sound 

any of the packing material, and notify your dealer or distributor immediately. In any case it is a ..... unless you wish to check individual driver performance up close or an entire speaker you suspect of ..... pseudo-random white-noise sources.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

should contain: 1) a set (two pairs) of hookup cables with RCA phono, or pin, jacks; ... system, and at least three sound processors through just a single tape- monitor loop on ..... Other times non-dbx noise-reduction systems are .... models 117/8/9
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

dynamic range of 90dB or more, but cassette tapes, even the highest- performance metal ones, can deliver only 55 to 60dB. Does this mean that it's hopeless to ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

cassette or open reel tape recorder can perform at a level fully comparable to sophisticated PCM digital recording systems. That is, with the dbx 224X, you can.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Over Easy, from none to infinity, maximum 40 dB of gain. Set at 200 mV, ranges from 18mv to 2.2V. +/-0.5 dB 20 Hz- 20 kHz. 106 dB, peak-A-weighted noise.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Relocate the DX5 with respect to the receiver, or move it away from the receiver;. Plug the ... Get a Philips screwdriver, put a newspaper or towel on a flat surface ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

on the market. Just insert the PPA-1's ... Separate left/right volume controls ... Total Harmonic. Distortion ... the proper 1:2 expansion ratio, letting you enjoy the ...
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86 - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Turn your system off and the volume all the way down. .... Push Post for expansion on playback only (which is probably the more common appli- cation).
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

high-regulation toroidal power transformer. The second is the use of ... We also took extreme care to ensure effective isolation of audio signals and video signals.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

microphone at any desired listening posi- ... Power Requirements 120V, 60Hz ... Accuracy of Equalizer. +1.4dB at full boost or cut. Max. Input Level. 5V. Max.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

like best take on a whole new life, as will pop-FM stations. Similarly jazz, especially walking-bass solos and big-band blowouts with swing drumming. Like pop ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

original is the dbx II. It assures that no audible tape noise is added by the tape recording process. Only noise present in the original source will survive the dbx Il ...
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